In collaboration with

The Tuesday Flowers
Final Assembly
152 x 185 cm (62 ⅜’’ x 75 ½ ’’), sewing margins not included
General instructions:
There is a broad sewing margin for cutting the strips in order to facilitate the assembly. They
will be re-cut later. Patterns A and B are without sewing margins.
Supplies:
-

Background fabric (black with white dots): 150 x 110 c m (1 ½ yd x 44’’) from which you cut
forty-nine B pieces (+ sewing margins)

-

Border fabric (green): 100 x 110 cm (1 yd x 44’’) from which you cut six strips measuring 13.5
x 110 cm (5 3/8’’ x 44’’). Sew them together and then, cut again into two C strips measuring
13.5 x 164.2 cm (5 3/8’’ x 68’’) and two D strips measuring 13.5 x 156.2 cm (5 3/8’’ x 65’’).

-

Assorted scraps for the blocks. Cut thirty A triangles (+ sewing margin)

-

Repositionable pencil 505 (PSR Quilt)

-

Light-weight batting (PSR Quilt) and lining: 165 x 200 cm (70’’ x 81’’)
Assembly:
1

Diagram 1:
Referring to the diagram for their layout, make three strips, each one composed of five A rectangles
and four B pieces. Make sure alternate them. Follow the pattern to place the strips correctly. Create
three other strips with the same number of A rectangles and B pieces, but in another sequence.

Diagram 2:
Position the twenty blocks of the Tuesday Flowers on your work table. Once you are satisfied with the
result, number the blocks, or take a picture of them, in order to remember their sequence.
Take the four blocks of the first row and five B pieces. Sew the elements together by alternating them.
Do the same for the other four rows.
Referring to the diagram, re-assemble the top by sewing the five rows and six strips that you
previously assembled.
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Diagram 3:
Baste the sewing margins of your top towards the back, which will then be appliquéd to the border
strips.
On a C strip, mark the points of reference indicated on the diagram.
On the left, slide a C strip under the top, right side towards you, ensuring that it has been inserted in
the correct direction.
Part of the C strip’s 7mm (1/4 ’’) margin will protrude over the top left border, including the folded
back margin.
Referring to the diagram, position the C strip until you obtain a 12.5 cm (4 7/8’’) width of visible fabric
at the bottom. Your reference line is «1 cm (1/2’’) » along the outside edge of each vertical A
rectangle. The strip is shorter than the top.
Follow the points of reference by aligning them on their corresponding assembly seams. Once this
strip is properly in place, pin and baste. Proceed with the final assembly of the top’s left border. Do the
same with the other C strip (mark it symmetrically). Appliqué the top’s right border onto it.
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Diagram 4:
Mark the middle of the two D strips as well as the top’s upper and lower borders.
Slide one of these strips D at the upper border ensuring that its middle lines up with the top’s middle.
Continue to slide the D strip underneath the top until « 1 cm (1/2’’) » of the strip is lined up with the
outside borders of the horizontal A rectangles. Pin, baste and appliqué the top, from one angle to the
other.
Finish by sewing the ends of strips C and D together. Remove the basting threads. Cut away the excess
fabric, if necessary.

Diagram 5:
All along the border of the top, mark a 2.5 cm (1'') reference line. Baste the backing and lining.
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Quilt until the reference line. Once you have finished quilting, cut away ONLY the excess batting and
lining by following the reference line. Fold the final border towards the back by creating a fold at the
reference line.
Appliqué this border onto the lining.

Once it is finished, this quilt is so pretty!
Thank you all for having shared these quilting moments with us. We have a surprise for you next year.
Until then, we wish you a merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
See you in 2017,
The Quiltmania Team
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